We present a wavefunction methodology to account for finite temperature initial conditions in the quantum Rabi model. The approach is based on the Davydov-Ansatz together with a statistical sampling of the canonical harmonic oscillator initial density matrix. Equations of motion are gained from a variational principle and numerical results are compared to those of the thermal Hamiltonian approach. For a system consisting of a single spin and a single oscillator and for moderate coupling strength, we compare our new results with full quantum ones as well as with other Davydov-type results based on alternative sampling/summation strategies. All of these perform better than the ones based on the thermal Hamiltonian approach. The best agreement is shown by a Boltzmann weighting of individual eigenstate propagations. Extending this to a bath of many oscillators will, however, be very demanding numerically. The use of any one of the investigated stochastic sampling approaches will then be favorable.
I. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of the dissipative two-level or spin-boson problem has a long history.
An early review with a discussion of the ubiquitous appearance of two-level systems in physics as well as of the solution of their (reduced) dynamics has been given by Leggett and coauthors 1 . Two different lines of research have emerged in recent years, depending on the description of the dissipative environment. This can either be modeled by harmonic oscillators with a continuous spectral density (case I), or by a finite number of oscillators, that could, e.g., result from a discretization of a continuous spectral density (case II). The extreme case of just one single oscillator interacting with a single spin degree of freedom has a history even longer than that of the spin-boson model and is refered to as the quantum Rabi model 2-4 .
In case I, methods of choice for the investigation of the dissipative two-state dynamics are the real-time path integral technique 5 , as well as imaginary time path integral approaches 6 .
The real-time path integral method allows for exact as well as approximate analytical solutions, and, using e.g., the quasi-adiabatic path integral (QUAPI) method, also for numerical treatment 7 , which then again requires some form of discretization 8 . Another possible numerical way to determine the reduced density matrix is given by the solution of a stochastic
Liouville von Neumann equation 9 . In case II, the idea is to treat the dynamics of the composite system, either in some approximation, or if at all possible, by using a full solution of the underlying dynamical equation. In the publications by the Miller group 10,11 several tens up to hundreds of bath degrees of freedom have been taken into account in an approximate hybrid methodology, whereas a logarithmic discretization of the bath's spectral density has been used in studies based on the numerical renormalization group 12 .
In dynamical investigations for finite temperatures, the initial state to be propagated is frequently taken as a direct product of an initial state of the spin system times a thermal density matrix at the given temperature of the oscillator bath. One then determines the dynamics of the reduced density matrix in case I or the solution of the Liouville-von Neumann equation of the composite system in case II. For zero temperature and in case II, matters simplify considerably, because one can solve for the dynamics of the wavefunction, which requires much less memory capacity in a numerical implementation.
Still, the problem of exponential scaling of the numerical effort with increasing system size by taking into account more and more environmental oscillators is also present in wavefunction calculations and approximate but accurate enough methods are sought for. Candidates are semiclassical methods 13 or the so-called Davydov-Ansätze 14 . In the latter case, the total wavefunction is written as a sum of products of the two spin states with different (D1-Ansatz), or, even simpler, with the same (D2-Ansatz) coherent harmonic oscillator state.
Equations of motions for the unknown coefficients and coherent state parameters can be gained from a Dirac-Frenkel variational principle. It has been shown that this method can be put to good use in the spin-boson problem even in the notoriously difficult case of subOhmic spectral densities 15, 16 . In addition a way to increase the complexity of the Ansatz and thereby the accuracy of the solution by using squeezed, instead of coherent states has been pointed out recently 17 .
In Alternatively, in the so-called thermo field dynamics, the system Hilbert space is doubled and one can treat the higher dimensional system at temperature zero on the wavefunction level. This procedure has been put to good use in models of quantum state diffusion 22 as well as in a recent study of quantum electron vibrational dynamics 23 . As a new twist, here, we intend to use a stochastic approach put forth in the calculation of thermal rate constants by Matzkies and Manthe 24 . Our intention in the following is to present a proof of principle that one can include temperature on the wavefunction level, i. e., that one can mimic the dynamics of a canonical density matrix initial state in the oscillator Hilbert space by a suitable averaging procedure to be detailed below. To keep the discussion simple and the numerics easily feasible, in the following, we restrict the discussion to a "bath" consisting of just a single harmonic oscillator at a certain temperature T . That is, we will study the dynamics of the quantum Rabi model. 
II. QUANTUM RABI MODEL AND DAVYDOV ANSATZ FOR ZERO TEMPER-

ATURE
The Hamiltonian that will be considered throughout is that of a spin 1/2 system with Hilbert space {|+ , |− }, coupled to a harmonic oscillator of frequency ω and with creation and annihilation operatorsâ † ,â. This system is governed by the quantum Rabi model 4 (a spin-boson model with a single bosonic mode)
and we have suppressed the zero point energy of the oscillator.
The widely used Davydov D1-Ansatz for the solution of the corresponding time-dependent Schrödinger equation reads
Here the displacement operator
has been introduced. Its action on the ground state |0 of the harmonic oscillator generates a so-called coherent state.
The equations of motion of the time-dependent parameters A(t), B(t), f (t), g(t) can be derived from the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle in its Lagrangian form [25] [26] [27] with the
Using the orthogonality of the spin states and the time derivative of the displacement operator, we get
for the time derivative and
for the Hamiltonian part.
The Eulerian equations of motion
for the wavefunction parameters u i ∈ {A, B, f, g} are given by 17, 28 
These are 4 implicit ordinary differential equations (ODE) of complex variables, i.e., in total these are 8 real ODEs. Division of (10) by A, and replacing the second term of (8) by the result, yields explicit equations, which can be solved numerically. Nevertheless it is important to note that for A = 0 (resp. B = 0), which occurs at several times that depend on the constellation of the parameters ε, V , ω, λ in (1), the resulting equations forḟ (resp. g) have singularities.
To be more precise: to derive (10) it has been divided by a factor A * , so the original result reduces to 0 = 0 for A = 0. This takes into account the fact that for A = 0 in (2), f can be chosen arbitrarily. We will come back to this later in IV.
The initial conditions
are frequently used in numerical studies, representing a wavefunction in the up state of the spin system and in the ground state of the harmonic degree of freedom.
An extension of the complexity of the Davydov-Ansatz by using squeezed states has been given in 17 , where also some remarks regarding the numerical solution of the (extended)
equations of motion can be found. Furthermore, including more environmental degrees of freedom is straightforward. The corresponding equations of motion have been detailed in 28 .
III. DAVYDOV ANSATZ FOR PROPAGATION OF THE CANONICAL DEN-SITY MATRIX
In this section we now turn to the question how the canonical density matrix can be 
A. Davydov Ansatz with thermal averaging
The thermal stability of solitonic solutions of energy transport through proteins within the Davydov Ansatz was a hot topic in the 80s and early 90s of the last century. Analogous to the work of Cruzeiro et al. 18 and by Förner 29 for exciton-phonon models, one could be tempted to include temperature effects in a spin-boson model by using a generalized Davydov
with the normalized excited states
and a thermally averaged Hamiltonian
with
where
is the canonical partition function,
are the harmonic oscillator eigenvalues (without the groundstate energy),
proportional to the inverse temperature with Boltzmann constant k B , and
is the diagonal matrix element of the Hamiltonian between the Davydov wavefunctions with excited harmonic states.
In the appendix of 30 it has been shown numerically that the equations of motion that arise from the thermally averaged Hamiltonian do not account for the correct dynamics, however.
This can have three reasons. Either it is due to the limitation of the Davydov-Ansatz, or it is due to numerical issues which could come into play because of singular equations forḟ (resṗ g), or it is due to an incorrect inclusion of temperature. The second reason will be treated in more detail in Section IV. The third reason can be further elucidated by allowing for a stochastic element in the wavefunction calculation, thereby mimicking the exact density matrix equation that should be used in the presence of temperature.
B. Stochastic wavefunctions for the quantum Rabi model
For a correct description of temperature, let us start with a Boltzmannized superposition of eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator
where the α i n are random integers that can be either plus or minus one. With a statistical average over many realizations of the random numbers the canonical density matrix can be generated asρ
where the last equation strictly only holds for N → ∞ because in this limit
A realization of the Kronecker-δ for a finite number N = 100 is shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, in a numerical implementation a few tens of realizations may be enough to accurately mimic a canonical density matrix by this procedure. In passing we note that not only Trρ = 1, but also on the level of individual i
holds.
The calculation of expectation values of operators using the indicated averaging procedure has been discussed by Matzkies and Manthe 24 , based on earlier work by Jeffrey and Smith 31 .
It has been shown that if the operator in question has the same eigenstates as the one used in the expansion of the wavefunction then a single realization is enough, whereas in the general case the convergence of the error to zero is given by 1/ √ N .
We now turn to the quantum Rabi model (1) with ε = 0 and employ the Ansatz
FIG. 1: Realization of the Kronecker's δ via a stochastic sampling according to (22) using N = 100.
with |Φ i defined in (20) , for the solution of the quantum dynamical problem with a thermal initial condition in the oscillator Hilbert space.
The equations of motion for the coefficients can again be derived from the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle. In the sequel we calculate the Lagrangian density and, for clarity of notation, we temporarily suppress the index i. For the time-derivative, we get
where we define for integer numbers r, s ∈ N time-independent quantities:
and
Tedious 27) holds. For the Hamiltonian part of the Lagrangian, we obtain
The equations of motion are again the Eulerian equations of motion, yielding
for A(t) and a similar equation for B(t), with a sign change in the last term.
We note that due to equation (29) 
Furthermore we usê
from which follows that
Thus we obtain
Equations (29, 32) and the corresponding ones for B(t) and g(t), which can be gained from the previous ones by interchanging A(t) and B(t) as well as f (t) and g(t) with an additional sign change in the term proportional to λ are our working equations.
To solve them numerically, explicit equations can be obtained by division of (32) by |A| 2 and insertion of the result into (29) . Expectation values of the form Φ|D † fD g |Φ and Φ|D † fD gâ |Φ cannot be expressed analytically due to the random signs (−1)
Furthermore, they are time-dependent due to the time-dependency of f and g, so they have to be calculated in each integration step. To do this efficiently, we define for s ∈ N time-independent vectors v s component-wise by
The matrix elements (m, n ∈ N, z ∈ C)
can be rewritten by introducing the associated Laguerre polynomials (n,
as
Thus by using (31)
A similar expression with shifted index can be obtained for Φ|D † fD gâ |Φ . Furthermore, T We note first that the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle is only valid for Ψ D1 |Ψ D1 = 1, i.e.
is required to hold for all times, which indeed is a direct consequence of equation (30) Third, upon reintroducing the index i and assuming the parameters A i , B i , f i , g i not to depend on i, the above equations of motion (29, 32) reduce -by averaging the equations over N and using property (22) -to the ones obtained by thermal averaging 30 . As shown in that reference, this does not yield the correct dynamics, however.
C. Sampling of P -function
An alternative approach to correct density matrix dynamics based on a wavefunction approach has been proposed in 21 . The thermal density matrix of the harmonic oscillator in (21) can be expressed in a coherent state basis {|α } with the help of the so-called P -function
with α = x + ip and d 2 α = dxdp and where
The importance sampling of the phase space centers of the bosonic degree of freedom with the weighting function given has been put to good use in a recent study of the Davydov-
There the original T = 0 equations, given in Section II, have been used. The initial conditions f (0) = g(0) = α of the harmonic oscillator are not zero, however, but are drawn from the distribution given by the P -function. This is in contrast to our new approach based on the sampling strategy a la Matzkies and Manthe, where the initial conditions of the oscillator are still zero but we use modified, temperature dependent equations.
D. Boltzmann average of individual Davydov wavefunctions
In the section on numerical results below, we also compare to the case of direct thermal (Boltzmann) averaging according to the energy domain representation of the thermal density
of the harmonic oscillator. For the quantum Rabi model, the Davydov-Ansatz is then
and the density operator is given bŷ
The Davydov Lagrangian has the same time-derivative part as given in the T = 0 case in Eq.
(5). The corresponding Hamiltonian part is (suppressing the index n for the parameters)
emerge, which are of much higher complexity than in the case T = 0 due to the appearance of the Laguerre polynomials (and their derivatives). These are defined according to (35) by
Firstly, we note that for n = 0 the equations of motion reduce to the ones given in Section II, which corresponds to the case T = 0. Secondly, for nonzero temperature, the infinite sum in (43) can for numerical purposes be truncated at N T depending on temperature T .
Thirdly, again upon reintroducing the index n and assuming the parameters A n , B n , f n , g n not to depend on n (as in Eq. (13) With the different approaches to the dynamics presented above, expectation values can be calculated. In the following, we focus on the expectation value of the z component of the vector of the Pauli spin matrices, also denoted as population difference, representing the (damped) dynamics of the system which is coupled to the bath harmonic oscillator. For the thermal averaging it is given by
which depends on temperature through the dependence on temperature of A(t) and B(t).
For the new wave-function approach presented herein, based on stochastic sampling of the thermal density operator, the population difference is given by
where the dependency on temperature is again given through A i and B i .
In the case of sampling of initial conditions according to the P function, we get
where the A and B coefficients depend on the temperature dependent initial conditions for the bath variables, as indicated by the corresponding index.
For the Boltzmann-averaged case, the observable is calculated from
where temperature appears explicitly in the exponent.
IV. COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL RESULTS
In all the results to be presented below, we choosê
as the initial density. This is a direct product of a pure initial system state and the canonical density matrix of the bath oscillator.
A fully quantum and (which is most important for numerical purposes) quickly converging solution of the Rabi model in the case of description of the bath by only one oscillator can be obtained by propagating the initial states |φ n (0) = |n |+ for all n by the respective state by |φ n (t) , then with the above initial condition the propagated density is given bŷ
This result also contains a Boltzmann average but does not contain any approximation because we do not use the Davydov-Ansatz. Since |φ n (t) stays normalized for all t, this indeed is converging fast, due to the exponential factors. By expanding in eigenstates in both Hilbert space dimensions,
the population difference becomes
The two sums will be truncated for numerical purposes. calculation for moderate temperature. Figure 2 shows, that especially the envelope of the decay of the population density (caused by the coupling) is displayed much better by all the stochastic approaches than by the thermally averaged one which yields nearly constant amplitude for this case.
We observe bad agreement of the Davydov Boltzmann average results with the exact quantum solution. Taking a deeper look into the dynamics of the full quantum method
shows that the temperature-dependent decay of P z results from different oscillation periods of the expectation values of single realizations
although also these single expectation values decay (but at larger timescales). Also the should be neglected in the case A n = 0 since it reduces to 0 = 0 if not made explicit. But, f n cannot be set to zero (or any other fixed value) for A n = 0 since this would in general not result in a differentiable variable.
To overcome the outlined difficulties, Figure 4 exemplarily shows that in the explicit
in the |V | 1 regime the first term on the right-hand side (which is singular for A n = 0) is small except for A n ≈ 0.
Neglect of it thus seems quite natural since first we may assume that the increase of this term for A n ≈ 0 is a result of numerical instabilities. Furthermore this accounts for the assumption that the spin-system does not influence the bath, which will indeed be reasonable in the case of the bath being represented by many oscillators in the |V | 1 regime. Even in the extreme case of a bath of only one single oscillator, the system (45), (46) with simplified
for the coherent state parameters will lead to a dramatic improvement of the numerical results as shown below. In the sequel we examine the impact on the numerics of the indicated simplification.
Firstly, we note that initial perturbation usually imposed to overcome numerical instabilities due to B n (0) = 0 21 is not needed any more. Secondly, the changed system still
resulting in norm conservation. Thirdly, we observe that for the altered as well as the unaltered system of equations, the energy of the spin system
is almost exactly zero. So the remaining energy
of the bath oscillator and the coupling term is dominant (almost exactly 2 independent of time).
It is though not constant for g n (0) = 0, but due to B n (0) = 0 we have free choice for g n (0). Since (60) can simply be solved analytically, we make use of |A n | 2 + |B n | 2 = 1 to determine g n (0) such that E r = const.. This results in
We thus set g n (0) = λ ω , although a further phase could be chosen independently. that the equations of motion in this case still contain expressions that have to be rounded off for numerical purposes.
Finally, we investigated also the case of stronger coupling λ = 0.5, where a quantum beating (recurrence of the population difference) can be observed. There again, we find the best agreement with the Boltzmann averaging, as shown in Figure 7 . Both stochastic methods show a longer oscillation period compared to the full numerical quantum solution.
The new stochastic approach is again worse in this respect than the P -function sampling.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have compared different ways to incorporate temperature dependence into the equa- The extension of the investigations to a many mode bath with even weaker individual coupling but effectively stronger effect on the system will be a favorable realm for the numerical simplifications that we propose. Furthermore, we also stress that in general an exact solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation can be generated by using a multi-Davydov Ansatz 21 . Also this case will be treated in the future using our presented findings.
